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Release 8.5 Service Pack 2 in May this year 
came a new release of the GuardIEn WebCR 
interface, newly developed using Rapide. Web 
CR provides a great way of accessing GuardIEn 

Well, it’s suddenly June already and so we thought it was high time 
we brought you another roundup of news and views from IET HQ - 
with our latest edition of SpotlIET, your favourite newsletter for CA 
Gen configuration management and development tools. This month 
we are taking a look at our exciting new Rapide development tool, 
launched earlier this year, that enables you to take your CA Gen 
applications quickly and effectively to the web, mobile and desktop. 
We  are  now  actively   underway  with  enhancements  for  the  

forthcoming 1.2 release: so sit back and let us show you what 
we’ve been doing and what we are planning... 

One of the great selling points of Rapide is its ability, using the existing 
CA Gen window designer alongside the Rapide designer plug-in, to 
quickly create advanced user interfaces to meet the demands of today’s 
multiple platform applications: be they web, mobile or desktop or a mix 
of all three. So what functionality does Rapide provide to the CA Gen 
developer to aid in designing today’s state of the art interfaces... 

Platform specific designs (e.g for browser, tablet or 
‘phone) can be developed for the same procedure step - 
thus allowing specific layouts to be created for each device  

Rapide allows the design of responsive user interfaces 
that support multiple device screen sizes, automatically 

adjusting the position  and  size  of  any  controls  
depending on the device, browser or   window  size  
and   orientation. Dynamic  refresh  of  the  user  

interface is also  supported  where  updates  are  sent  without  
requiring any user intervention on the browser.  

Rapide can invoke standard OS controls for mobile 
and desktop platforms (date and time  pickers  for  

example) and thus provide users with a look and feel that 
is native and familiar for the device being used. IET has 
also developed ‘widgets’ that can quickly be placed and 

properties assigned during window/Rapide  design  and  offer  full  
platform  Independence. Examples  include  date/time  picker, slider,  
spinner, progress bar, expanding/collapsing group boxes, field hints 
and the use of Javascript controls.  

Rapide provides extensive support for 
enhancing the look and feel of list boxes, 

including the inclusion of graphics, tree 
structures, check boxes, HTML markup, 
fixed column support and, most recently, 

overlay controls that allow you to 'overlay' the contents of 
a cell with editable controls. Rapide also introduces the 
concept of Frames - allowing you to embed windows and 

dialog boxes from a secondary dialog in the same 
procedure step within a frame or pane, dividing a 

window or dialog box  into  two  parts  with  a  
resizable divider, either horizontal or vertical.  

We shall be looking at this functionality in 
more detail later in this edition of SpotlIET... 

Rapide uses native controls, dynamic 
layouts, sashes and frames on desktop, 
browser and mobile platforms to provide a 
look and feel that is consistent with the 
platform and user expectations. 

Change Requests and Release Packs from any browser with-
out having to install the GuardIEn 
clients. Previous versions of 
WebCR required a separate 

licence. However as we would 
like to encourage you to experi-

ence the great UIs that can be built 
with Rapide,  WebCR  is  now  

With the 
launch 
GuardIEn 

provided as a non-chargable option 
for all existing GuardIEn users.  

Why develop with Rapide? With 
built in features like native con-
trols, mobile API, dynamic layout, 
sashes  and  frames, Rapide  
allows you to easily design state 
of the art applications for web, 
mobile and desktop using CA 
Gen...  

Rapide allows developers to utilise existing CA Gen development and 
design skills, allowing  easy  implementation  of  mobile  and  web  
applications without having to learn new technologies. 

Developers  can  create all  aspects  of  the  application - the  user 
interface, client logic and server logic using CA Gen, promoting a much 
more flexible and agile development approach compared to designing 
the user interface in a different technology. 

Rapide uses the existing CA Gen built servers without change. 

Once a mobile application has been installed on the  device, no  
further device updates are required for application  changes- all  
updates are applied to the application server only. Rapide desktop 
applications can be easily updated without requiring  any  local   
software installation or reboots. 

Rapide browser, mobile and desktop applications all 
work from the same common runtime and generated 
Java code. This provides a high degree of consistency 
in behaviour between all platforms. 

Rapide has been de-
signed   for    high   
performance browser 

and mobile applications and 
can be scaled to cater for a 

large number of users with 
support for load balancing. 

Rapide  browser 
applications work 
in  a  consistent 

way across all major 
browsers. 

http://www.iet.co.uk/Products/GuardIEn/WebCR.htm


Another feature for 
Rapide listboxes is the 
ability to use HTML 

Since the last issue of SpotlIET, there have been 
two Service Packs launched for our flagship  
GuardIEn 8.5 release (SP1 and SP2) as well  as  
updates   to    GuardIEn  8.1 (SP6 and SP7)   
comprising over 100 enhancements, important 

performance improvements and fixes. As with all 
service packs we strongly recommend you keep 
your GuardIEn release level up to date with latest 
maintenance. 
 

GuardIEn 8.0 was also formally retired from support, as 
planned, in March this year.  
 

For further details, please see the  Release Notes  
available from the IET web-site here.  

The recently announced Rapide Block 
Mode Option supports the generation of 
a browser and mobile user interface 
directly from the CA Gen block mode 

Rapide provides a number of options 
for enhancing the look and feel of 
listboxes from relatively simple  
visual improvements, like graphics 
located within columns, to more 
advanced functionality providing the 
ability to overlay  columns  with  
editable controls. 

screen design. Previously any business requirement to transition to a new 
web or GUI UI required transformation of the screen design to a GUI  
design, needing considerable development effort, timescales, user impact 
and testing to achieve.  

extremely quickly with only minor model changes, using the existing screen 
designs as the basis of the new web/mobile user interface. Developers can 
therefore continue to use the skills and tools they are familiar with and the 
application   fundamentally   behaves   the  same  from  the  customer  
perspective. With support for enterable list boxes, function key assignment, 
MAKE statements, command input and more, Rapide ensures that the 
application will continue to behave in a similar way to the block mode 
screens without requiring a re-design. 

With Rapide's new Block 
Mode Option you can now 
implement a new Web UI 

However, using the Rapide Designer 
plug-in, if you wish you can also very 
simply enhance the user interface of 
certain screens by introducing control 
enhancements like checkboxes, drop-

downs, date pickers , hyperlinks, etc. with no changes being needed to 
the underlying CA Gen screen design.  

 
This approach allows you to easily convert the entire application to 
a new UI yet offering the opportunity to take certain screens and 
extensively enhance them as the business benefit can now fully 
justify the development effort: a quick, low risk conversion path to a 
web and/or mobile UI.  

Bitmaps can be used in listbox columns, dynamically loaded 
based on data in the CA Gen group view. List boxes may also be 

displayed as collapsible tree controls and can contain selectable 
check boxes if required. Simple Y/N columns  can  also  be  
converted to display a much more intuitive tick box for the end-
user. Standard GUI functionality like altering column widths and 

Rapide's overlay control option allows you to 'overlay' the contents of a cell with an 
editable control. This could be a simple text field, a push button, drop-down, date 
picker, slider, spinner, etc. However, overlay controls can also be dynamically  
defined, allowing different cells in the SAME column to use a different control. 

If a listbox contains many columns so that 
the user has to scroll sideways to see all 
of the data, it is often useful to be able to 
fix the position of one  or  more  'key'  
columns so that these do not scroll - thus 
enabling the user to relate the data being 
scrolled to the row identifier(s).  
 
Rapide allows you to fix the position of 
one or more columns for this very pur-
pose. 

markup to render the data in 

a cell or activate hyperlinks. 
Rapide also provides Row 

Templates allowing row 'styles' to configure sophisticated list box layouts.  
 A listbox can also be displayed as a grid instead of a simple row-based listbox. With a grid 
layout, Rapide displays the listbox rows in cells, with multiple cells per line, according to the 
overall width of the listbox. As with other types of listboxes, column data may be enhanced 
as images and sophisticated layout within the  cell  is  accommodated  with  the  same  

sorting are also available via the column heading.  

approach as Row Templates. 

Keep up to date with our experiences 
while developing Rapide and all our 
other       products       at       the     
IET Gen Development Blog, which 
also outlines the latest improvements 
and  enhancements we are making to 
Rapide  

http://www.iet.co.uk/Download/RelNotes.htm
http://www.iet.co.uk/rapide/BlockMode.htm
http://www.iet.co.uk/rapide/BlockMode.htm
http://ietgen.blogspot.co.uk/search/label/Rapide
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To ensure you don’t miss future copies of SPOTLIET why not send us a blank 

email at spotliet-subscribe@iet.co.uk   

So there it is then, another SpotlIET over. We hope you enjoyed this special Rapide 
edition and maybe found something useful. Find more detail about Rapide here. 
Thanks as ever for listening... 

I want to quickly convert an existing GUI or Web Client application to using Rapide. 
Do I need to re-design all of my client windows and procedure steps? 

No, not at all. A key objective of Rapide is simplifying the transition to web and 
mobile so your existing procedure step designs (action diagram, dialog flows and 

window designs) will work unchanged.  

 

However you can then use the Rapide Designer to take advantage of Rapide's advanced 
UI capabilities, but only for those clients that you wish to enhance.  

To use Rapide, what versions of CA Gen are required and what CA Gen genera-
tion targets do I need a licence for? 

You will need to use CA Gen 8.0 or higher and as Rapide uses Java generated 
code  you  will  need  a  CA Gen licence  for Java generation - although only 

the Java code from the action diagram is required, not the Window managers for 
Web or WebView. Note that if you wish to make use of BLOB views in your UI 
interface design then you must be at CA Gen 8.5.   

Where can I generate and install an application built with Rapide? 

Enhanced Memory Management for large client applications – 
configurable options to allow view data to be Serialized (stored 
out-of-memory) and cached at runtime to reduce memory  

You can use either the CA Gen workstation toolset or CSE con-
struction and build processing to generate and then install a Rapide 
application. Support for Rapide generation/installation via an HE is 
planned at a later date.  

Will Rapide clients work with my existing server code, and if so, on 
what platforms and comms protocols are supported? 

Yes, Rapide uses standard CA Gen client/server middleware  to  
communicate to all types of CA Gen servers and using all protocols 
supported by the Gen Java runtimes. 

What gorgeous  
windows... 

Oh, that’ll be 
the Rapide 

runtime 

From GuardIEn 8.5 SP1 if you set the new 
project property ‘CR List incl 
Grps’ (CRUSRGRP) to YES then if you enter 

a userid in the CR list owner or assignee 
filter, the filter will now include CRs 
owned/assigned by ANY group that the 
user is also a member of. 

Here are just some of the ideas we currently have in our continuing 
development and enhancement of Rapide at the present time. If you 
have any ideas for changes you would like to see then please contact 

us as at support@iet.co.uk or raise an enhancement here  

WAI-ARIA Support – industry standard web attributes that 
enable browser screen readers like Chrome Vox to associate 
prompts/titles with controls, improving accessibility. 

Listbox Auto New Row – taking   advantage   of   Listbox  OverLay 
Controls, an extra ‘blank’ row can be provided at the end of a Listbox, 
automatically populating when the user enters  any  data  into  an  
OverLay Control in that row. 

Java Controls – open interface for developing Java-based controls 
including automatic binding/sync of Gen views with data in the Java 
control. 

Mobile ‘page-style’ UI – present your Rapide application as a ‘paged’ 
application using standard frameworks and navigation familiar to  
users of devices instead of window/dialog-oriented presentation. 

footprint, particularly useful where the client has large chains of dialog 
flows, so the earlier pstep views are serialized until they are needed 
again. 

Plus other ideas for more UI Controls, enhanced Mobile UI features, 
Drag and Drop capabilities, Host encyclopaedia generation/install of 
Rapide Applications and more... 

A customer writes:  
 
Dear Urgu, 
 
Hope all is well with you and 
that you’re enjoying the long 
days of summer up there in 
the Northern Hemisphere. 
While we are a bit distracted 
by   a   minor   sporting    
tournament here we were 

wondering if Rapide offered any way of 

synchronising data across multiple windows being displayed as it remains 
extremely difficult to achieve and maintain  this  within  our  CA Gen  
applications.  
 
Muito Obrigado! 
 
Fred Neymar (Brasilia) 
 
Dear Fred, 
 
Thank you for your message. It was the French philosopher Chardin 

who said 'The whole of life lies in the verb seeing' and so it is that 
with Rapide you can design your application to 'see' the latest data 
updated across multiple views of that data - achieved via use of  

Listeners that may be registered to automatically trigger an event 
when the object is changed in one location to refresh the other views.  
 
In my consideration to provide peace to your question I also point you 
toward the Rapide demos page that, as well as showing demos of all 
aspects of Rapide, also provides a working example  of  the Listeners 
themselves. So knock on the sky and listen to the sound. 
 
Urgu  
 
(Rapide Guru and keeper of the Java scripts) 
  

http://www.iet.co.uk/
mailto:spotliet-subscribe@iet.co.uk
http://www.iet.co.uk/rapide/index.html
mailto:support@iet.co.uk
http://www.iet.co.uk/Download/RaiseIssue.htm
http://www.iet.co.uk/rapide/Demo.htm

